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Online censorship is a very controversial topic in today’s world. It all began in June 2013 when 

The Guardian and Washington Post reported that Five Eyes (UK, USA, OZ, NZ, Canada) are 

using Google, AOL, Yahoo!, Skype, Microsoft, YouTube, Facebook and Apple to collect 

everyone’s online data. Consequently, The Guardian and Washington Post were awarded the 

highest accolade in journalism, the Pulitzer Prize for Public Service. In comparison, Edward 

Snowden, the former Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) employee who leaked the information, 

became an enemy of the state. As a result, Snowdon’s leaks divided the world. Some see him 

as a hero; yet others see him as a traitor. Nevertheless, his bravery, or stupidity, seemed to 

change very little.  

 

Politics is now deeply embedded in the ethos of the internet’s biggest corporations; for instance, 

in October 2018, Facebook deleted hundreds of Pages from people who challenge the political 

status quo. The Free Thought Project, Police the Police, Press for Truth, Anti-Media, Right Wing 

News, Reasonable People Unite, Reverb Press, as well as Rachel Blevins (a correspondent for 

RT America) not only had their Pages deleted, but also no clear explanation for any of these 

deletions was given. 

 

Online censorship goes beyond social media; for example, in June 2013, Amazon signed a deal 

with the U.S. government worth $600 million to create a private cloud service for the CIA. 

Furthermore, in March 2019, Amazon removed all anti-vaccine documentaries from Amazon 

Prime. Additionally, in June 2019, Google removed Dr. Mercola, who is pro natural medicine 

and anti pharmaceutical drugs, from Google search engine results. As a consequence, some 

see this as successfully removing quackery from the internet, but others see it as an outright 

attack on freedom of speech. Censorship is becoming the new norm.  

 

Online censorship could soon have serious implications for people in the real world. In 

September 2018, Apple started experimenting with reviewing customer phone calls and emails in 

order to assign Apple users with a “trust score”. Similarly, that same month, Twitter deleted Alex 

Jones’s profile. Alex Jones is a controversial news reporter who claims that a secret elite is 

controlling the planet. However, Alex Jones did not break Twitter’s terms and conditions. The 

company deleted his account because of his behaviour in the real world. Moreover, the 

government in China has already introduced a credit score app which all Chinese citizens must 

use by 2020, for citizens with low scores can then be banned from trains, planes, dating apps, 

certain schools, hotels and government jobs, and the Chinese government state openly that this 

is just the beginning. 

 



The question is: Does government-internet company collaboration increase or decrease public 

safety and well-being, and to what extent are continual data collection, the deliberate removal of 

online content and the scoring of people’s behaviour helpful in this regard? 


